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The School of Arts and Enterprise
Achieves 100% College Acceptances

THE ENTIRE 2016 GRADUATING CLASS of The School of Arts and Enterprise (The SAE) has been accepted
to college—marking the fifth time in six years that the school has achieved this outstanding milestone.

“This single school has had a life-changing impact on a generation of Pomona area students,” said Ed Tessier, a Founding Board
Member of The SAE. “Students graduate with confidence and determination, prepared to enter the work force, make a difference
in the world and become life-long learners.”

Seniors will be attending such colleges and universities as Cal Poly Pomona, UCLA, UC Irvine, UC Santa Cruz, Cal State LA,
University of Utah, and the LA Film Institute—just to name a few.

This achievement is a powerful testament to The SAE’s emphasis on project based learning, providing a rigorous academic program
and commitment to higher education. Students at The SAE also graduate with an arts major and participate in a business Practicum
Challenge with college mentors and local businesses.

“I have learned that hard work and dedication can pay off,” said 12th grader Mehgan Perine.” Being OK isn't good enough. Working above and beyond should be the norm.”

The SAE’s Graduation will be held at The Fox Theatre in Pomona on June 7 at 4:00 p.m.

ABOUT THE SAE

The SAE is a State Board of
Education authorized Public
Charter high school and middle
school that possesses a distinguished history of producing
talented, creative individuals
who pursue life with a fervent
desire to make a difference.
In addition to the arts and
business curriculum, the SAE
offers an extraordinary college
prep academic program: 99 %
of the senior class graduates
and100 % of these students
are accepted to colleges and
universities nationwide. The
high school was established
in 2003 as the first visual and
performing arts high school in
Pomona, California.
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